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Fish & Chips Picnic
—by Vince Fox
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On a windy Friday afternoon our first club event was well supported by
members at Grossis Point Mapua. Members had the chance of surveying the
retail outlets at the wharf that were still open or just enjoy the environment
this destination has to offer. The wise got in early and ordered their tea at
the Smokehouse fish and chip shop to avoid the huge queues from locals and
visitors alike, but the wait was well worth while. Social banter ensued at the
meeting point in between eating, kicking tyres, looking at new vehicles and
introducing ourselves to new members and the constant interest from
passers by with their own VW stories.
The teamwork of looking and helping other club members with
their issues on their vehicles is always heartening to see and
most appreciated. We hope the turnout will be as good at the
upcoming club events and look forward to seeing you all there. If
you have not yet paid this years subs then can you please do so
ASAP and if you have then see Keri to get your vehicle stickers
and decals to adorn your loved VW’s.
Welcome back to old members and a special welcome to all the
new people and families for an exciting 2012 of VW activities. It
is your club so make the most of it.
Cheers
Vince
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Club TT-Shirts
The VW Nationals are fast approaching this year. Have you registered yet? Booked your
accommodation? What about got your club t-shirt ready?
T– Shirts $25 ea. Child $20 ea.
Cotton Dress Shirts $57.50 ea.
Available T-Shirt Sizes:

Cotton Dress Shirts:
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VW Nationals 2012
Most club members I’ve been
talking to lately have answered a
positive YES to the question, ‘Are
you going to the Nats this year?’
Fantastic news, our club should
have a great turnout in Dunedin.
But have you registered for the event? If not
please visit:
http://www.vwnationals.co.nz/
And register TODAY!

The cartoon below was found in an old magazine of Daryl’s Called Motor the issue was Week ending
December 14—1968
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Changing road rules

(received from BOP VW Club)

The changes to the give-way rules come into effect at 5am on Sunday 25 March 2012.
Until then the current give-way rules apply.
These changes will affect all drivers, riders, pedestrians and cyclists in New Zealand.
Are all the give-way rules at intersections changing?
No. Traffic signs and signals are placed at intersections to show road users what they need
to do and this will not change. Road users should continue to obey all road signs and
signals.
Here is a snapshot of the current give way rules:
• If you are at an intersection controlled by a Stop sign, you must stop and give way
to all other vehicles.
• If you are at an intersection controlled by a Give Way sign, you must give way to
all other vehicles except those controlled by a Stop sign.
• If you are turning, give way to all vehicles not turning. Note: If the road is marked
with a centre line, you are deemed to be turning if you leave the path of the
centre line. If you follow the path of the centre line, you are deemed to be not
turning.
• If you are turning left, give way to vehicles coming towards you that are turning
right. (NOTE: THIS IS ONE OF THE RULES THAT WILL CHANGE)
• If the rules above do not determine who gives way, give way to vehicles coming
from your right.
What give-way rules will be changing at 5am on 25 March 2012?
There are two give-way rules that will be changing.
Change 1: The left-turn versus right-turn rule
From 5am on 25 March 2012, this new rule will require all traffic turning right to give way to
a vehicle coming from the opposite direction and turning left. This only applies at cross
roads, T-intersections and driveways where:
a)

both vehicles are facing each other with no signs or signals (neither vehicle is
controlled)

b)

both vehicles are facing give way signs

c)

both vehicles are facing stop signs

d)

both vehicles are facing green traffic signals

An example of each situation where the new rule will apply is shown below. In each of the
diagrams to follow the RED car has to give way to the GREEN car:
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Changing road rules Continued ...
a) Both vehicles facing each other with no signs or signals (neither vehicle is controlled)

b) Both vehicles facing Give Way signs

c) Both vehicles facing Stop signs
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Changing road rules Continued ...
d) Both vehicles facing green traffic signals

Change 2: At uncontrolled T-intersections (‘uncontrolled’ means when there are no signs
or signals to tell you what to do)
At an uncontrolled T-intersection, all traffic from a terminating road (bottom of the T) will
have to give way to all traffic on a continuing road (top of the T). This will bring it into line
with T-intersections where there are Stop or Give Way signs on the terminating road. In the
diagram below the RED car has to give way to the GREEN car:

This rule change will also apply to uncontrolled driveways, such as at a supermarket or
hospital. From 5am on 25 March 2012 the traffic exiting the driveway will need to give way
to all traffic on the road.
All vehicles entering or exiting a driveway must continue to give way to pedestrians on a
footpath, or cyclists and pedestrians on a cycle path or shared path. Drivers should not pull
out to block the footpath in front of pedestrians and cyclists.
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Changing road rules Continued ...
Will there be any changes to the give-way rules at roundabouts?
No. You should continue to give way to vehicles on the roundabout coming from your right.
Public awareness campaign
It’s important that you stick to the current rules until 5am on Sunday 25 March 2012.
An intensive public information campaign is being developed. The campaign will be run in
the month leading up to the date of the change on 25 March 2012, with national advertising
starting 10 days before the change. This late February start date is necessary to avoid
public confusion and minimise the risk of people starting to use the new rules too early.
Find the latest transport news, information, and advice on our website:
www..nzta.govt.nz

Our new look Web site
Our club has re-vamped it’s website. It’s still in the same place www.clubvdub.co.nz however the
pages have been updated to a new look for 2012.
Special thanks to Dale Felmingham for undertaking this enormous task on the club’s behalf. Dale put
in a lot of long hours to bring our site to a more professional looking standard.
Our Past Events now display better and if you click on each title you can see all the photos from that
event.
Here’s a quick look at a part of our main page.

Up and coming events Mark your calendar.

February
4-6th Waitangi Weekend

PO Box 1039
Nelson 7040
New Zealand

Email: admin@clubvdub.co.nz

h t t p: / / w w w .

c l u b vd u b . c

o. n z

http://www.clubvd
T h eub.co.nz
Enthusiasts
Volkswagen Club

Sunday 26th
Orienteering
Meet at the WOW carpark, in
a vehicle @ 11am. Bring: a
sense of direction, camera,
pen and paper, sunhat, sensible footwear.
And a PICNIC for lunch ;o)
If wet, weekend after
Run Organiser: Ineke
Manshande

Das Alpentour
Saturday morning from 10am will be 'the display
under the trees' till approx. 3pm...all vehicles will
ideally be ready for parking in Hanmer by 9am.
At the conclusion of the display, we will form a line
of vehicles for the town cruise along Jollies Pass
Road for the cruise to commence by about
3.30pm -after the standard cruise route, the rest
of the day is yours.
Back at the campground, we will gather for a potluck BBQ from about 6.00pm onwards.
Sunday morning, we will make our way to park on
Jollies Pass Road for about 10am this time in front
of 'Chantellinis' for coffee and brunch for those
that wish too....the afternoon is then open for
those that wish to go for a drive further afield or
spend the rest of the weekend in Hanmer.
Mildred’s leaving 3.30 pm from Richmond, contact us
if you want to travel with us.
Accommodation:
Alpine Adventure Holiday Park
200 Jacks Pass Rd (PO Box 11), Hanmer Springs
Free Phone 0800 568 563
Telephone +64 3 315 7112
Fax +64 3 315 7017

